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1. Introduction

1.1 Definition and diagnostic of BD in humans

Binge drinking (BD) refers to a specific pattern of alcohol use, namely drinking large amounts of alcohol in a short period of time (Courtney and Polich, 2009). The BD behavior is characterized by the intensity and also by the frequency of the drinking episodes and BD behavior is thus including longer or shorter periods of no consumption (between binges) (SAMHSA, 2016). These periods of abstinence, among other criteria such as the loss of control over alcohol consumption and the compulsion, allow the distinction between BD and some other patterns of unhealthy alcohol use, especially severe alcohol dependence (Rolland and Naassila, 2017) in which daily alcohol consumption is usually observed. For this reason, BD is frequently defined as an “episodic heavy use of alcohol” (WHO, 2014; SAMHSA, 2016).
In the epidemiological literature, the criteria for BD include exceeding drinking thresholds in a short amount of time. For example, the World Health Organization (WHO) defines BD as the “consumption of 60 or more grams of pure alcohol (6+ standard-drinks in most countries) on at least one single occasion at least monthly” (WHO, 2014). However, the National Institute on Alcoholism and Alcohol Abuse (NIAAA) defines BD as “a pattern of drinking alcohol that brings blood alcohol concentrations to 0.08 gram percent or above. For the typical adult, this pattern corresponds to consuming five or more drinks (male) [American drinks, i.e., 14g of ethanol], or four or more drinks (female), in about two hours” (NIAAA, 2017, (Courtney and Polich, 2009)). Compared with the WHO definition, the NIAAA definition of BD also involves a minimum drinking speed and deliberately seeking drunkenness. Consequently, these two common definitions of BD convey subtle conceptual differences, and the epidemiological populations that they delineate do not display the same clinical profile and severity level (Rolland et al., 2017). Moreover, the typical definitions of BD do not explore the frequencies of drinking or heavy drinking behaviors, or the average amount of alcohol used during BD episodes but rather focus on the thresholds described in the different definitions and thus define BD groups (above the threshold) and non BD groups (below the threshold). As the severity of BD can directly depend on these parameters, BD populations studied using the usual definitions only are actually very heterogeneous, which raises some important scientific concerns (Ceballos and Babor, 2017, Rolland and Naassila, 2017). In this regard, a recent study has shown that, compared with the WHO criteria, the NIAAA criteria for BD identifies individuals with more severe drinking patterns and alcohol consequences (Rolland et al., 2017).
Taking a mere drinking threshold to define such a complex behavior like BD can lead to the undescreening people that are drinking with an intensity that is very far from this threshold and thus display very specific and important characteristics (regarding drinking behavior and personality). To this end, in its recent newsletter (NIAAA Spectrum, 2017) the NIAAA refers to the study of Hingson and White (Hingson et al., 2017) that proposes new cut-offs of ethanol consumed in a single occasion (for women and men, respectively): level I (56-98g and 70-126g), level II (112-154g and 140-196g), and level III (>168g and >210g). They also defined levels II and III (i.e., exceeding 112g and 140g in a single occasion for women and men, respectively) as “extreme binge drinking.”

Although these thresholds account for the heterogeneity of the behavior, they do not address the frequency of the behavior. For example, an individual who has had one panic attack in the past month may indeed have panic disorder, but the recurrence of attacks (as well as other criteria) are needed for the diagnosis of this disorder. Therefore, valid definitions of BD require not only specific features of the drinking patterns, such as drinking intensity per drinking occasion, but also frequency of BD behaviors and periods of abstinence between binging episodes. Moreover, recent data suggest that BD is a heterogeneous phenotype. Consequently, binge drinkers should not be considered as a unitary group, but rather as a heterogeneous population of individuals displaying particular gender and personality dimensions (Gierski et al., 2017), as well differences in drinking motives and impulsivity (Lannoy et al., 2017a).

In an attempt to provide a more behavioral definition of BD, Townshend and Duka (2002) proposed the computation of a “binge score,” which is based on both the frequency of excessive consumption and the average speed of consumption
(Townshend and Duka, 2002, Smith et al., 2017). In one application of this measure, participants with a history of BD had more severe brain damage and cognitive impairment compared with social drinkers, and the degree of these impairments was positively correlated with the binge score (Smith et al., 2017). Such findings revealed that both the level of intoxication and drinking speed (producing higher binge score) were crucial factors in the impact of BD behavior (Smith et al., 2017). In particular, fast alcohol consumption, especially on an empty stomach, allows ethanol to reach the blood more rapidly, and increases blood alcohol levels with a life-threatening speed. “Happy hours”, during which alcoholic drinks are cheaper for a limited period of time, dramatically promote BD behavior and severe intoxication (Thombs et al., 2008), and new policies have emerged to curb BD. Inspired by human anecdotal evidence and the culture of “happy hours,” animal models have evolved to mimic BD by shortening the access to alcohol.

Animal models are meant to parallel the human condition; however, rodents do not readily consume sufficient amounts of ethanol to achieve pharmacologically relevant blood ethanol concentrations (BEC) if they have not been genetically selected for their high ethanol preference or exposed to ethanol during early life (in utero or at adolescence) (Alaux-Cantin et al., 2013, McBride et al., 2014). Despite these challenges, the present article presents new evidence indicating that a rodent model of BD is now possible. Such models allow greater control over environmental parameters, and thereby enable systematic testing of those individual and environmental factors that may promote voluntary BD behavior. Ultimately, animal models of BD will address identification of neurobiological factors and how the speed of drinking may be the keystone factor in this behavior.
Although the number of publications on “BD in students” has increased since the beginning of the 1990’s, the same increase among comparable papers describing animal models of BD began around 2010 (see Figure 1). Since 2008, more than 120 preclinical studies on BD have been published each year essentially on either rats or mice, but clearly, the animal literature has not kept pace with the burgeoning research on BD in students.

1.2. Relevant clinical criteria for developing animal models of BD

The specific behavioral pattern of BD is central to the development of an animal model of BD. Thus, the quantity, frequency, and duration parameters are crucial. Concerning quantity, signs of intoxication (such as motor impairment, which is the most easily visible sign of intoxication in rodents) must be achieved with a sufficient amount of alcohol consumed in a short period of time. Even though intoxication is not part of the clinical definition, pharmacologically relevant BECs of approximately 1g/l need to be achieved, especially because rodents metabolize alcohol much more rapidly than humans (in rats, 3 times greater, or 300mg/kg/h and in mice, 5.5 times greater, or 550mg/kg/h). Figure 2 depicts BEC magnitude and time-course in humans, rats and mice after binge-like ethanol administration of about 0.5 to 0.75g/kg, and illustrates that rodents metabolize ethanol faster than humans. With respect to frequency and thus the history of the BD behavior in humans, this factor is very heterogeneous depending on the studies. For example, some studies investigated the BD behavior during the past month, the past 6 or 12 months or other durations before the recruitment. Furthermore, only few studies report dependence as an exclusion criterion in the BD studies, this should be clarified because BD and dependence are two different entities at the nosographical level. The BD behavior is more characterized by episodic drinking (intermittent consumption interspersed with
longer or shorter periods of non-consumption) while dependence is more reflected by a daily consumption. Recently, in one study focusing on BD in humans (Morris et al., 2018) dependence was an exclusion criterion. In addition, in our previous study on BD in humans (Rolland et al., 2017), in the absence of DMS-5 diagnostic, a daily heavy consumption of alcohol, closely related to dependence diagnostic was also considered an exclusion criterion. This distinction is actually ambiguous since only very few studies on BD evaluated the dependence criterion and on the same vein, very few study studying dependence focused on BD patterns. Consideration of dependence in BD studies is important because it is also possible that a certain proportion of binged drinkers may be already dependent.

The frequency of BD is in fact important to consider, since different populations of binge drinkers can be distinguished according to this parameter, e.g., “frequent” or “infrequent” binge drinkers and animals can thus be used to model either the impact of very few or that of repeated BD episodes. The frequency of BD and individual history are important since chronic BD (i.e., for several months or years) is a risk factor for alcohol addiction in humans (Kuntsche et al., 2017). Moreover, it is frequently not clear whether participants in the clinical population recruited for BD studies met criteria for dependence (although this diagnosis has been removed from the DSM-5) (Rolland and Naassila, 2017). Finally, the duration, or the time period over which drinking occurs, is the most important parameter to identify BD because given equal quantities consumed, heavy drinking becomes BD as duration shortens.

Underage BD is a major health concern in several countries. Thus, using a developmental approach with animal models of BD could determine the mechanisms underlying long-term vulnerability for alcohol dependence. For example, several rodent studies have used forced and repeated (intermittent) ethanol administration
during the adolescence period in rodents (the second month of life). This research has showed that increased risk for consuming alcohol in adulthood may involve reward deficit syndrome (Alaux-Cantin et al., 2013). Interestingly, it has been shown that intermittent access to voluntary ethanol drinking facilitates excessive drinking after rats are subsequently exposed to chronic intermittent ethanol vapor (Kimbrough et al., 2017). Thus, the frequency and the pattern of alcohol drinking may play a crucial role in vulnerability to dependence.

Clinical studies have shown that BD is associated with impairment in executive function, such as inhibitory control and decision-making (Lannoy et al., 2017b). BD is also associated with alterations in grey and white matter that are correlated with cognitive impairments (Hermens et al., 2013). Interestingly some results have revealed that BD is associated with impaired performance on cognitive tasks in women more than men (Townshend and Duka, 2005). Thus, both brain alterations and cognitive impairments (e.g. in prefrontal executive functions or memory) must be investigated in animal models of BD, and differences linked to gender, as well as interactions between BD and gender differences in brain maturation, should be explored. At the somatic level, some studies suggest that BD, independently of daily alcohol intake, can lead to more severe forms of alcoholic liver disease in younger populations (Ventura-Cots et al., 2017).

2. Current preclinical models of BD

Preclinical research on alcohol also suffers from this lack of a clear definition of BD behavior. Animal models attempt to parallel the human condition, and in fact, the NIAAA definition of BD in humans has been used in animal studies (Crabbe et al., 2011a).
Published studies on BD using the nonhuman primate model are scarce. Adolescent nonhuman primate model has been used to investigate the impact of BD on hippocampal neurogenesis using oral ethanol self-administration induced with a procedure in which the concentration of ethanol in a palatable solution (Tang) was gradually increased (1 to 6%) over a series of daily limited-access sessions (1-h) for 11 months (Taffe et al., 2010.). In this model nonhuman primates consumed an average of 1.74g/kg of alcohol during the 1-h daily sessions and they reached BEC of 50 to 300 mg/dl when measured 30min after the beginning of the session. Another study in primate model on the transgenerational effects of BD used a forced administration of increasing doses (0.75 to 1.5 g/kg) of ethanol (mean BEC at 3-h post administration of 140.3±31.3 mg/dl) via nasogastric tube twice weekly for 6 months (VandeVoort et al., 2015).

In the present review we have chosen to focus on rodent models of BD for which we have the most data compared to other species.

Current animal models of BD can be divided into two large categories depending on the mode of administration: forced/passive administration of high alcohol doses or voluntary/active alcohol consumption.

2.1. Forced administration of high doses of alcohol

In this first category, animals receive high doses of alcohol solution leading to rapid elevation of BEC and clear signs of intoxication. These procedures are easy to perform and do not require the acquisition of specific equipment; however, as we will discuss later, the passive administration of a drug does not produce the same neurobiological and behavioral modifications as voluntary consumption, and therefore, may be of limited use, depending on the scientific question.
2.1.1. Gavage:

This simple procedure consists of the insertion of a guide cannula into the esophagus of the rodent and the injection of an ethanol solution (usually a 10 or 20% ethanol solution in tap water). Through absorption in the digestive tract, BEC will increase rapidly, reflecting the pharmacokinetics observed in humans (Yang et al., 2001). With a single administration, BECs can reach more than 500 mg/dL, sustained for several hours, after a gavage of 7g/kg (32% ethanol solution v/v) (Carson and Pruett, 1996). In mice, more moderate and ecologically valid BECs generally are produced (e.g., 120 mg/dL for 30 minutes after a gavage of 1.12g/kg of a 10% ethanol solution) (Chen et al., 2013). Major differences exist between mice and rats using the gavage procedure. For example, 300 and 100 mg/dL are achieved after a gavage of 3.8 g/kg of a 21% ethanol solution in mice and rats, respectively (Livy et al., 2003). Mice show a faster rise and higher peak BEC and elimination rates while rats show more gradual pharmacokinetics profiles and retain ethanol in their bloodstream for longer periods (Figure 2). The gavage procedure can be performed acutely (Jin et al., 2017, Liu et al., 2017) or in subchronic (Thompson et al., 2017) and chronic procedures (Hansen et al., 2017), but with the limitation that the direct administration of large volume of an ethanol solution in the stomach will induce direct damage to the organ (Kawashima and Jerzy Glass, 1975, Chen et al., 2013). In addition, the repeatability of the results are dependent of the gastric contents at the time of administration, and it has been well described that ethanol administration by gavage will have different consequences (absorption, pharmacokinetic, BECs reached, behavioral consequences) when the stomach is empty or not (Roine et al., 1991). Thus, the gavage procedure has limited utility to investigate BD (Livy et al., 2003, Walker and Ehlers, 2009). Although a large variety of studies on liver injury has
been performed using this paradigm (Thompson et al., 2017, Wang et al., 2017, Yao et al., 2017), fewer studies have used it in behavioral neuroscience (Griffin et al., 2009, Anton et al., 2017, Karelima et al., 2017). Nevertheless, some utility of the gavage procedure has been recognized because a combination of the Lieber-DeCarli regimen (forced consumption of alcohol through the sole source of nutrients) and the gavage procedure have been recently identified as the NIAAA model of chronic and binge ethanol feeding (Bertola et al., 2013a, Bertola et al., 2013b).

2.1.2. Intra-peritoneal injections:

This procedure is easier to implement than the gavage, partially because intra-peritoneal injections may induce less stress than the gavage procedure. There are also large differences between rats and mice using the intra-peritoneal route, and like gavage, the peak BECs are lower in rats than in mice (Livy et al., 2003). Most of the time, these procedures are used acutely and sometimes sub-chronically with a specific schedule of administration, and single or multiple discrete injections of alcohol have been used extensively to study the effect of acute intoxication in rodents. Moderate to high doses (i.e., around 2 to 3 g of pure ethanol/kg of body weight for the mice and 1.5 to 3g/kg for the rats) are typically tested in order to induce intoxication without sedative/hypnotic effects (measured with the loss of the righting reflex). In the Naassila laboratory, we have used a protocol of 2 consecutive injections of ethanol administered 9 hrs apart to mimic a double binge-like episode and to determine if only two BD episodes are sufficient to adversely affect memory and synaptic plasticity. Indeed, using this procedure in adolescent rats, Silvestre de Ferron and colleagues (Silvestre de Ferron et al., 2015) demonstrated that only 2 intoxications induced by injections of 3g/kg of ethanol, lead to a complete deletion of the specific form of synaptic plasticity called long-term depression. The abolition of
this specific form of synaptic plasticity may be responsible for a perturbation of memory processes assessed in the novel object recognition test. Several variants of this procedure can be found in the literature. For example, Pascual et al. (Pascual et al., 2007) developed a relevant protocol in which rats received a total of 8 intra-peritoneal injections following a schedule of 1 daily injection for 2 days in a row, then 2 days off, and so on, until rats received the 8 injections of a 25% ethanol solution at a dose of 3 g/kg. This protocol mimics BD-like ethanol exposure during the adolescent period (postnatal day 25 to 38) as observed in humans and also to introduce withdrawal-like period with the 2-day off intervals. This protocol has also been successfully used in mice with identical injections from postnatal 30 to 43 (Pascual et al., 2017b) to study inflammatory mechanisms following binge-like exposure. Pascual et al. (2007) found that this pattern of alcohol injections leads to behavioral alterations (evaluated in a conditioned discrimination learning task) and is associated with brain damage linked to apoptosis and neuroinflammation. Numerous studies have now been published using this procedure (Pascual et al., 2012, Alaux-Cantin et al., 2013, Montesinos et al., 2016).

One of the limitations of these intra-peritoneal injections of alcohol procedures is the local pain and irritation induced by the injection of a large volume of a solution of ethanol (10 to 20% usually). Repetition of injections may result in an increase of stress and local inflammation associated with damages to different organs (D’Souza El-Guindy et al., 2010).

2.1.3. Inhalation of alcohol vapors:

The alcohol vapor inhalation model was developed to induce physical signs of alcohol dependence by arranging long intoxication periods for several weeks or
months, with target BECs of 175–250 mg/dL (Le Bourhis, 1975, Le Bourhis and Aufrere, 1983, Schulteis et al., 1995, Simon-O’Brien et al., 2015). More recently, and to better model the observed pattern of alcohol consumption in humans with alcohol addiction, intermittent exposure has been introduced every day (usually 14h on/10h off per day). These durations of intoxication seem too long to be associated with binge-like intoxication. To our knowledge, short periods of exposure to ethanol vapors have not been used to mimic BD.

2.1.4. Forced drinking:

For this procedure, rats or mice are kept usually in their home cage and instead of having water delivered *ad libitum*, alcohol is the sole source of fluid. Thus, rodents have to drink the alcohol solution to survive. The scheduled high alcohol consumption is another paradigm in which availability of water is restricted; in order to survive, rats must drink more ethanol as a function of reduced access to water (Cronise et al., 2005). Another forced consumption of alcohol can be obtained using a liquid diet procedure developed by Lieber and DeCarli (Lieber and DeCarli, 1975). Rodents have access to a bottle containing ethanol (4 to 9 % w/v) and all the necessary nutrients for several weeks. Intoxicating levels are easily reached (100 mg/dL in Wistar rats, (Weiss et al., 1996) and until 180 mg/dL in C57 mice (Bertola et al., 2013a). Despite the somewhat forced nature of consumption, bouts are titrated over a 24-h period and to our knowledge no study has demonstrated that rats could display BD-like behavior using this procedure when ethanol solution is available 24-h a day and not only during a restricted period of time of the day. However, using these procedures, rats can consume more than 7g/kg ethanol/day, thereby exceeding their daily ethanol metabolism capacity (Aufrere et al., 1997). It is of note that forced drinking may be linked to a reduction in daily total fluid intake depending on the strain.
(Azarov and Woodward, 2014) which may have moderate dehydration consequence (Blank et al., 1991) leading to stress and thus altering behavioral and physiological parameters.

2.1.5. Summary of the studies on ethanol forced administration

All of the forced-ethanol administration procedures described above have the ability to induce alcohol intoxication and allow the researchers to observe direct consequences of binge-like intoxication. In addition, they are simple to set up in all laboratories, with no need for expensive equipment, and can rapidly generate experimental animals displaying high level of ethanol intake. Following such procedures, several types of experiments can be performed, such as genetic testing (Pascual et al., 2007), behavioral studies (Montesinos et al., 2016), neuroinflammation investigation (Pascual et al., 2015), in addition to study of the microbiota (Chen et al., 2015) and liver injury (Wilkin et al., 2016). However, these paradigms are limited as models of human BD because consumption cannot be viewed as voluntary. Therefore, it is difficult, or even impossible, to evaluate some important parameters of drug consumption such as the motivation to consume and the seeking for the drug in a non-operant paradigm. Finally, even though the gavage procedure (i.e., via the oral route) may appear to have greater face validity compared with the intra-peritoneal route, it should be considered that, at least in rats, its ability to mimic BD is limited since the achieved peak BECs and alcohol elimination rates are low.

2.2. Voluntary alcohol consumption

In contrast to forced alcohol administration, voluntary alcohol consumption usually does not result in sufficient levels of BEC to induce any behavioral signs of
intoxication, at least in outbred animals that have not been genetically selected for their ethanol preference. Recently, several protocols, mostly in mice and sometimes in rats, have been developed to induce high levels of BEC. One long-standing method that has been used successfully to enhance voluntary alcohol intake is the scheduling of alcohol availability (Le Magnen, 1960). When animals have unlimited access to alcohol, the consumption bouts are usually titrated over a 24-h period. Thus, even though significant pharmacologically relevant BEC may be obtained at some points during the day, animals do not display visible signs of motor impairment. Therefore, other models have been developed to achieve elevated BECs in different periods of time.

2.2.1. 20% alcohol intake in the two-bottle choice intermittent access model:

In 1973, Roy Wise described a protocol of voluntary alcohol consumption using a 2-bottle-choice paradigm in which rats have access to one bottle of tap water and one of alcohol (20% ethanol solution) every other day (Wise, 1973). Using this protocol, rats demonstrate increased consumption, leading to alcohol intake of more than 5g/kg per day when alcohol is available. Interestingly, a recent study revealed that multiple episodes of excessive alcohol consumption using this model (3 days per week for 7 weeks) leads to somatic damage measured as liver metabolism dysfunction and inflammation (Wegner et al., 2017). This procedure found a new revival in the beginning of the 2000s with several publications (Simms et al., 2008, Carnicella et al., 2009, Hopf et al., 2010, Simon-O'Brien et al., 2015, Spoelder et al., 2017a, Spoelder et al., 2017b). A major advantage of this procedure is that it can be performed with inbred animals, such as Fischer rats, (Mill et al., 2013) and C57BL/6J mice (Hwa et al, 2011) and alcohol-preferring lines including the Sardinian P rats (Sabino et al., 2013), as well as with outbred rats such as Long Evans (Carnicella et
al., 2008, Ben Hamida et al., 2012, Meyer et al., 2013), Wistar (Wise, 1973, Simms et al., 2008, Hopf et al., 2010, Cippitelli et al., 2012) and Sprague-Dawley rats (Bito-Onon et al., 2011). This procedure is normally used to study long-term alcohol consumption over a 24-h period; however, animals will consume a large part of their daily total intake only during the first hours of presentation of the alcohol bottle. Depending on the laboratory, the duration of this binge-like consumption is measured during the first 30 minutes (Simms et al., 2008, Carnicella et al., 2009, Ben Hamida et al., 2012), the first hour (Sabino et al., 2013) or the first two hours (Hwa et al., 2011). The total amount of ethanol consumed during the first 30 minutes represents at least 20% of the total amount consumed in 24-h and leads to averaged BECs of 80 mg/dL with some animals showing BECs above 100 mg/dL (Carnicella et al., 2009). Similar results were obtained with the Sardinian P rats with an average BEC around 80 mg/dL but with only very few animals reaching more than 100 mg/dL after 1-h of consumption (Sabino et al., 2013). In their elegant study, Simms et al., compared different strains of rats and showed that in 30-min, the Long Evans rats exhibited higher BECs and higher interindividual variability than Wistar and P rats (Simms et al., 2008). Thus, their results suggest that the Long Evans may be most suitable for BD studies.

The predictive validity of this BD model has also been demonstrated. Indeed naltrexone decreased the total amount of alcohol consumed during the first 30 min of the drinking episode from 1.1 to 0.6 g/kg/30 min (Simms et al., 2008). Moreover, varenicline, an alpha4beta2 nicotinic acetylcholine receptor partial agonist already used in smoking cessation leads to a decrease in ethanol consumed in this model from 1.4 to 0.4 g/kg/30 min (Steensland et al., 2007).
In this 20% ethanol intermittent access model, the escalation of ethanol intake may be associated with sensitization since it develops in a few weeks and then reaches a plateau, and once established, can last even after 40 days of ethanol intake discontinuation (Simms et al., 2008). This point is very interesting in the context of BD behavior since it reflects the fact that episodic ethanol intake may profoundly impact brain functioning and therefore, behavior.

2.2.2. Two bottle choice drinking-in-the-dark model:

Currently, the most frequently used model to mimic BD is the drinking-in-the-dark (DID) procedure, in which animals drink large amounts of ethanol during the first hours of the dark cycle, either immediately upon lights out (for rats) or after 3 or 4 hours (for mice) and display BEC in excess of 0.8g/L (Thiele et al., 2014). There are several variations on the DID model, depending on the laboratory performing the experiment: some use a one-bottle paradigm (Rhodes et al., 2005, Crabbe et al., 2009, Neasta et al., 2010), others a 2-bottle paradigm (Kaur and Ryabinin, 2010, Burnham and Thiele, 2017), and even some others a 4-bottle choice paradigm (Colombo et al., 2014). Similarly, the time of the beginning of the drinking sessions within the dark phase can vary from 1 to 4 hours and the duration of the drinking episode can be of 2 to 4 hours (Rhodes et al., 2005). The major caveat of this procedure is that it seems to produce intoxicating levels only in inbred animals known to show spontaneous alcohol preference. Indeed, the same group of researchers demonstrated that this DID model leads to intoxication (BECs > 80 mg/dL) only in C57BL/6J mice when compared with 11 other strains of mice (Rhodes et al., 2007). In a recent study using the Sardinian P rats, Colombo et al. (2014) demonstrated that the start time of the drinking phase plays a role in the amount of alcohol consumed in a 4-bottle choice paradigm. Indeed if the session of drinking starts 1 hour prior to the
end of the dark phase of the day, rats will consume 3 times more alcohol than if the session starts at the beginning of the dark phase. The rats consumed up to 2g/kg of pure ethanol in 1 hour, thereby leading to intoxication (BECs around 100 mg/dL) and symptoms of such intoxication revealed by rotarod impairment (Colombo et al., 2014).

A multiple scheduled access (MSA) has been added to the DID procedure in which animals experience between two and four-hour access periods across the 12-h dark cycle with each access period separated by 2 or more hours. However, this DID-MSA procedure has been used mainly in alcohol-preferring rats (Bell et al., 2009, McBride et al., 2010) and not outbred animals, and thus, it does not allow for generalization to highly heterogeneous populations. One other caveat of this procedure is that it usually takes place within a week and thus does not allow the establishment of a robust chronic consumption of elevated levels of alcohol. One study using the DID procedure aimed to overcome this problem by providing access to the bottle for 6 weeks (Wilcox et al., 2014). The authors found that the consumption was stable over this extended period of DID. In addition, they found that this prolonged chronic binge-like consumption of alcohol led to neurobiological alterations, such as depressed GABAergic transmission and modifications of neuron excitability (frequency of discharge), with a shift from the dorsomedial striatum to an activation of the dorsolateral part of the striatum after a prolonged experience of DID in response to an acute administration of alcohol (Wilcox et al., 2014).

The predictive validity of the DID model was confirmed using naltrexone, one clinically recognized treatment for alcohol addiction, and also using the dopamine re-uptake blocker GBR 12909. Both drugs were able to dose-dependently decrease ethanol consumption in this model (Kamdar et al., 2007).
The DID procedure also has been used to create a selected mouse line, akin to the alcohol-preferring P rat. Crabbe and his colleagues selected over 11 generations of mice, called the High Drinking-in-the-Dark mice (HDID) exhibiting the highest levels of ethanol consumption in this procedure (Crabbe et al., 2009, Crabbe et al., 2011b). This selection produced average BECs above 100 mg/dL with a maximum of 250 mg/dL in 2 hours of consumption. The predictive validity of the HDID model was tested using 3 different actual drugs used to treat alcohol-dependent patients, namely naltrexone, baclofen and acamprosate. Surprisingly, the authors found that only acamprosate, and with a high dose, was able to reduce ethanol consumption in the HDID mice, but without significantly reducing the BECs, when consumption was evaluated for 4 hours (Crabbe et al., 2017). When evaluated in the 2 first hours, baclofen was able to reduce both alcohol consumption and subsequent BECs, but non-selectively, as it also reduced water intake (Crabbe et al., 2017). Because naltrexone was not effective in the HDID model, and relatively high doses of drugs were required to reduce consumption, the HDID model lacks sufficient predictive validity, particularly because naltrexone is known for its efficacy in reducing high level of alcohol intake in patients who relapse (Jonas et al. 2014).

2.2.3. Operant binge drinking:

Voluntary ethanol consumption in the 2-bottle choice paradigm can lead to intoxication, but otherwise, provides little information concerning complex alcohol-associated behaviors. Conversely, operant self-administration of alcohol has been widely used to obtain such type of information (motivation, seeking, relapse after extinction...); however, even with the combination of a 20% intermittent access protocol to induce alcohol palatability in outbred rats, the total amount of alcohol consumed barely reached the levels of intoxication in periods of 30 minutes.
Gilpin and colleagues have developed an operant model of binge-like alcohol self-administration in adolescent Wistar rats (Gilpin et al., 2012). By adding a mixed solution of 3% glucose/0.125% saccharin to a 10% ethanol solution (w/v), the authors observed intakes exceeding 1 g/kg/30 min leading to BECs around 80 mg/dL. Moreover, the rats exhibiting high levels of ethanol self-administration during adolescence showed reduced anxiety at adulthood.

We caution that the use of any type of sucrose should be avoided in animal models of excessive alcohol intake (Carnicella et al., 2014). Sweeteners may reduce blood ethanol levels for a particular volume of ethanol consumed (Roberts et al., 1999) and saccharin can alter the dynamics of cue-ethanol memory reconsolidation (Puaud et al., 2018). Sucrose-sweetened ethanol and sucrose fading are frequently used in animal models of operant oral self-administration, but researchers should be wary of possible interactions with neurobiological and behavioral outcomes (Carnicella et al., 2014).

Recently, we demonstrated that a daily, very short session of operant self-administration can facilitate the acquisition of BD behavior in rats (Lebourgeois et al., 2017) (Jeanblanc et al., 2018). After several weeks of training under a fixed ratio 3 (3 lever presses to get 0.1ml of 20% ethanol) during 1 hour, and thereafter reduced to 30 minutes (high drinkers), we further reduced the duration of the daily sessions to only 15 minutes (binge drinkers). We observed an increase in ethanol consumption (Figure 3) reaching about 1.2 g/kg and rats displayed clear signs of intoxication (i.e. sedation and ataxia: loss of locomotor coordination). The pattern of alcohol deliveries
and the number of lever presses observed in our models are presented in Figure 4. The pattern of alcohol deliveries of the BD rats clearly shows that these rats display a high rate of ethanol consumption.

After several weeks of chronic daily BD sessions, we also observed signs of withdrawal (e.g., aggressive behavior and vocalizations) and an increased motivation to consume alcohol even for a highly concentrated solution (30% ethanol). Finally, we also observed somatic damage in BD rats with these animals displaying typical signs of hepatic steatosis (Figure 5). In this model, we demonstrate that rats can consume very quickly, as is observed in human BD and as would be expected in a relevant animal model of BD.

3. Criteria for an animal model of BD

Here we propose seven criteria (see Table 1) that we believe need to be met for the behavior of BD in an animal model to correspond to that in humans and therefore, to serve as a valid model of human BD (Figure 6).

The first criterion is voluntary ethanol intake by oral ingestion. Numerous studies have shown that forced (passive) administration of addictive substances is not appropriate to decipher etiological factors involved in behavior compared with active administration. In addition, it is generally accepted that paradigms in which drug administration is contingent on an instrumental response (self-administration) are a better model for human addiction (Jacobs et al., 2003). Active self-administration behavior affects the nature and direction of drug-induced neuroplasticity (Jacobs et al., 2003) and may also involve an expectancy phenomenon (i.e., expecting to receive the drug is known to potentiate brain activation in humans) (Volkow et al., 2003). For example, studies on cocaine have demonstrated that active self-
administration has a greater effect on dopamine release compared with yoked or non-contingent delivery (Lecca et al., 2007, Wiskerke et al., 2016). Concerning ethanol, Gilpin et al. (Gilpin et al., 2012) have shown that voluntary (but not involuntary) BD during adolescence increases baseline drinking in adulthood in Wistar rats. Furthermore, oral ingestion clearly should be preferred to achieve face validity of the model and to mimic human drinking. In addition, food deprivation and sugar adulteration of the ethanol solution should be avoided because these manipulations may have an impact on motivation of the animal to consume ethanol and ethanol metabolism (Roberts et al., 1999), and can alter the dynamics of cue-ethanol memory reconsolidation (Puaud et al., 2018). Finally, as indicated above, the operant paradigm is preferred because it allows the study of other criteria that are central to the transition to dependence and some of its features, such as loss of control, compulsivity, high seeking (craving), motivation, loss of cognitive flexibility, behavioral sensitization and habit learning. This latter point is especially important since BD may be involved in the vulnerability to ethanol addiction (Gowin et al., 2017). Thus, it is crucial that addictive behaviors can be analyzed in the animal model of BD because, as in humans, it is possible that some binge drinkers may be categorized as dependent.

Second, sufficient levels of ethanol have to be consumed to achieve significant BEC and thus to induce visible signs of intoxication. Humans drinking ethanol in a BD pattern are seeking drunkenness and in some cases to ethylic coma. The 0.08g/dl threshold in the NIAAA definition of BD may also serve as a useful BEC threshold in animal models of BD since signs of intoxications are also visible in animals (even in outbred animals) that reach this BEC threshold after voluntary ethanol intake (Jeanblanc et al., 2018). A recent study in humans indicates that thresholds in
alcohol quantity (such as ≤56g (moderate drinkers), 70g+ (binge drinkers) and 140g+ (extreme binge drinkers) of ethanol per occasion are an important factor to consider since some cognitive abilities (e.g., acquisition of new verbal information) may be particularly affected, particularly in extreme binge drinkers (Nguyen-Louie et al., 2016).

Third, the drinking episode should be short and thus, animals should drink fast. We described here a study indicating that outbred rats can display signs of intoxication 15 minutes after the beginning of the drinking episode. Paradigms with drinking episodes of several hours may not demonstrate sufficient face validity because rodents metabolize ethanol more quickly compared with humans.

Fourth, drinking episodes should be both intermittent and repeated several days a week to model BD patterns as it may be observed in adolescent populations (Courtney and Polich, 2009). However, the pattern of BD may not correspond to everyday drinking as it is seen in ethanol dependent population (Rolland and Naassila, 2017). Thus, the fifth criterion specifies a few days without ethanol access should be included in the BD paradigm. Intermittent exposure to ethanol drinking is an important factor in the vulnerability to develop ethanol dependence (Kimbrough et al., 2017) and produce brain damage (Reynolds et al., 2015). The duration of episodic alcohol exposures should be from subchronic to chronic in the context of BD studies.

Since several studies in humans and animal models of BD have demonstrated both brain damage/cognitive deficits (Townshend and Duka, 2005, McQueeny et al., 2009) (Squeglia et al., 2014, Smith et al., 2015, Salas-Gomez et al., 2016, Cantacorps et al., 2017, Cohen-Gilbert et al., 2017, Molnar et al., 2018) and somatic
damage (Llerena et al., 2015, Mostofsky et al., 2015), the sixth criterion is that an animal model of BD should display this kind of damage (Ventura-Cots et al., 2017, Wegner et al., 2017). Studies in both humans and animals have shown that BD adversely affects both white and grey matter and that the neuro-inflammatory processes play an important role in ethanol-induced neurotoxicity (Jacobus and Tapert, 2013, Crews et al., 2016, Pascual et al., 2017a, Saba et al., 2017).

Finally, as stated above BD is a complex behavior and binge drinkers represent a heterogeneous population (Nguyen-Louie et al., 2016, Gierski et al., 2017). Thus, it is important to be able to study such an interindividual variability in an animal model of BD, which constitutes our seventh criterion.

4. Concluding remarks and need for future research

The choice of the animal species and the procedure of alcohol administration are crucial to create an appropriate animal model of BD for addressing both neurobiological and behavioral aspects. All the procedures discussed here have their advantages and their limitations. Each project and each scientific question need to be a priori challenged with the different models to ensure the most adequate choice. Animal models using forced/passive ethanol administration are largely used to explore brain and somatic consequences of BD. The other models using voluntary intake may display better face validity since they allow investigations of both the impact of the high speed of drinking and the motivational aspect of BD that may be useful to investigate the transition to alcohol dependence. Therefore, animal models of BD using voluntary intake should be preferred for future integrative and/or translational research especially because recent data indicate that this procedure can lead to very fast alcohol intake and induce both cognitive and liver damage. The
combination of rapid drinking with the ability to study the motivational aspects in the same animal model of BD may be the most important hallmarks of an appropriate model of human BD behavior. Indeed, in humans, the study of the motivation for BD is an important component in the field of research on BD. Few animal models of voluntary alcohol intoxication in rats are available, and most of the models have been developed with inbred mice leading to difficulties with the evaluation of an inter-individual vulnerability profile of BD. Important components of human BD behavior are the peer pressure and the social transmission. Social transmission of preference for ethanol has already been demonstrated in adolescent rats (Hunt et al., 2001). These aspects need to be investigated in future studies in order to continue to improve the face validity of the BD models. Producing voluntary BD in animals is now possible and opens new perspectives for research. Future research is also needed regarding several unexplored aspects of BD behavior such as the construct validity (brain circuits and cognitive functioning), predictive validity (efficacy of pharmacotherapies), the role of gender, the role of social interaction and individual determinants such as impulsivity and genetic variations.
Legends of the figures

Figure 1. Number of publications found on PubMed on BD. Number of publications for ‘BD and mice”, BD and rats” and “BD and students” per year.

Figure 2. BEC profiles in humans, rats and mice after alcohol administration using oral intake, gavage of intra-peritoneal injections. BEC profiles after ethanol administration as a single dose of 0.5 or 0.75 g/kg of a 20% ethanol solution in either by means of intra-gastric gavage or intra-peritoneal injections in mice or rats. In humans acute binge ethanol was given as 2 ml vodka 40% v/v ethanol/kg body weight in a total volume of 300 ml orange/strawberry juice. Adapted from Bala et al.; Walker & Ehlers and Rose et al. (Walker and Ehlers, 2009, Rose et al., 2013, Bala et al., 2014).

Figure 3. Limiting the duration of session promotes binge drinking in the operant paradigm. The cumulative number of lever presses are presented depending on the duration of the session 1h, 30min and 15min. Shorten the session duration increases very significantly the level of alcohol amount and the speed of drinking (from Jeanblanc and Naassila, unpublished data).

Figure 4. Pattern of alcohol deliveries in binge drinkers (14min access), high drinkers (30min access) and moderate drinkers (1h access). Each bar represents an alcohol delivery (0.1ml of 20% ethanol solution), the total number of lever presses is also indicated on the right. (from Jeanblanc and Naassila, unpublished data).

Figure 5. Hepatic gross morphology after BD. Representative liver harvested from the BD group (top picture) showed typical signs of steatosis, with more yellow and rough surfaces comparing with those of the alcohol naïve rats (bottom picture). (from Jeanblanc and Naassila, unpublished data).
Figure 6. Validity of the animal models of BD. Animal models of BD should display good face validity, construct validity and predictive validity.
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### Criteria for an animal model of BD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria for an animal model of BD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1- Voluntary intake / oral ingestion (without food deprivation or sweetener adulteration)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2- Quantity (&gt;0.08g/dl) / visible signs of behavioral intoxication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3- Fast intake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4- Duration (repeated and at least subchronic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5- Frequency / intermittence (few days off)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6- Brain damage/cognitive deficits and somatic damage (such as on liver)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7- Large inter-individual variability and possibility to investigate transition to dependence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>